Let s be an absolutely non-stochastic string (all definitions have done bellow). By l(s) and C(s) denote the length and Kolmogorov complexity of s respectively. Let A ∋ x be a set with cardinality 2 l(s)−C(s) . I prove that s may be restored by A, so there is a short program p such that p(A) = s. Next I show how this property may be used for proof combinatorial propositions.
Introduction
The main aim of algorithmic statistics is to find "good explain" for some string x (x ∈ {0, 1}
* ) It is may be clarify so: requires to find finite set A ∋ x that 1) is simple (Kolmogorov complexity of A is small) 2) have small cardinality. For any x there exist a set that: 1) containing x 2) has small cardinality 3) has complexity not greater then x -it is set {x}. But if we change 3th require to "has complexity considerably less than complexity of x" than there is not such set for some x. More precisely: for any integers k < n there exists string x which length is equal n and complexity is equal k that for any A ∋ x it follows that complexity of A > k − O(log n) or log 2 |A| > n − k − O(log n) [1, page 444] .
Informally its are the most "non-explainable" objects. I call them absolutely non-stochastic strings. Remark There is another way for definition of "good explain": we say that set A ∋ x is a good explain for x if complexity of A is small and x is "typical" element of A. The second require is mean that randomness deficiency [1, 438] of x in A is small. Any strings that have not a "good explain" is called non-stochastic. The existence of such strings was proved by Alexander Shen in [3] . There is direct relationship between description of type "complexity of set + its cardinality" and "complexity of set + typicality of element in it". It was proved by Nikolay Vereshchagin and Paul Vitanyi in [4] .
The Properties of absolutely non-stochastic strings
Proposition 1 Let k, n ∈ N and k ≤ n. Then there is (ε, k, n − k)-non-stochastic string, where ε = O(log n)
Proof: I use theorem 253 from [1, page 444]: Let k ≤ n two integers and let t 0 > t 1 ... > t k be a strictly decreasing sequence of integers such that t 0 ≤ n and t k = 0; let m be the complexity of this sequence. The there exist a string x of complexity k + O(log n) + O(m) and length n + O(log n) + O(m) for which boundary curve of P x coincides with the line (0, t 0 ) − (1; t 1 ) − ... − (k, t k ) with O(log n) + O(m) precision: the distance between the set P x and the set
(We say that distance between two sets P and Q is at most ε if P is contained in ε-neighborhood of Q and vice versa) Get t i = n−i where i < k. The complexity of this sequence is equal O(log n).
From the theorem we see that there is a string with profile that doesn't contain the point (k − O(log n), n − k − O(log n)). All of non-stochastic string (i.e. which profile doesn't contain point in neighborhood of point (0; k)) contain some information about Chaitin's number [1, page 463] . Let us show it for absolutely non-stochastic string, more precisely:
Proposition 2 Let x−(k, n−k)-non-stochastic string. Then x contain the same information as firstk bits Ω (by Ω k denote the first k bits of Ω. Then C(Ω k |x) = O(log n))). O(log k)) ) enumerating all string with complexity ≤ k. According with binary representation of N k we can split these strings into some subsets: the first subset contains the first 2 s1 that have got by enumerating algorithm, the second subset contains next 2 s2 and so on. x belongs to one of these subsets with cardinality 2 st , denote this subset by A t . C(A t ) ≤ complexity of enumerating algorithm + complexity of first t bits N k :
. Now, for conclusion of proof we need to show that we can restore first t bits of N k by using x. Consider algorithm writing strings all string with complexity ≤ k until see x. The number of writing strings get s 1 , ..., s tthe first t bits of N k . t = k − O(log n) by using the first t bits of N k we can restore Ω k . Absolutely (k, n − k)-non-stochastic string x has the next property: its may be restored by its first k bits: consider set of all strings with length n that the first k bits of them are equal to the first k bits of x. The complexity of this set ≤ k and logarithm of capacity is equal n − k. Absolutely non-stochastic string x belong to it, so complexity of this set is equal k precisely. It's easy to restore first k bits of x by x, and using that x and first k bits of x has unique complexity we get that x can be restored by its first k bits. Next theorem is generalization of this result.
Remark

This property of non-stochastic strings is not characteristic because Ω is
Let f be computable bijection between finite sets of strings and strings.
Consider algorithm that enumerating all strings with complexity ≤ s.
Denote number of such strings by N s = 2 t1 + 2 t2 + ...(t 1 > t 2 ...) Let B belongs to set A l with cardinality 2 t l , |A l | < 2 s−l . x contains the same information as Ω k (I will omit terms as O(log n))or first k bits of N s . It's easy to restore first l bits of N s by using B. So if l ≥ k then theorem is true. By this reason next we consider case l < k.
Let I(B :
Let us restore B by using x. Firstly we get first l bits of N s and A l with its. Consider G ⊂ A l : those strings of A l that corresponds to sets with cardinality
n−k and complexity < k that q can't be restore by this set (because complexity of q is greater).
Proposition 3 (corollary from theorem 1) (k, n − k) absolutely non-stochastic string may be restored by its any k bits. I. e. if x = x 1 ...x n -absolutely non-stochastic string, i 1 , ..., i k -set of indexes then C(x|x i1 ...
Proof: Consider B -the set of strings with length n such that on these k places they has the same bits as x, i. e. B = {y ∈ {0, 1} n |y i l = x i l , 1 ≤ l ≤ k}. |B| = 2 n−k .
Now let us estimate C(B). C(B)
= C(x i1 ...x i k , i 1 , ..., i k ). C(x i1 ...x i k ≤ k. Let us estimate C(i 1 ...i k ). There're n(n − 1)...(n − k) < n n choices of k different indexes, hence C(i 1 ...i k ) ≤ log n n = O(n log n), so C(B) = O(n log n). By theorem 1 C(x|B) = O(log n), hence C(x|x i1 ...x i k , i 1 , ..., i k ) = O(log n).
The applications of absolutely non-stochastic strings
If absolutely non-stochastic string has a simple property then there are many strings that have its property: because otherwise it absolutely non-stochastic string would belong to little simple set (of all strings with this property). I use this idea for proof next proposition:
There are 2 k−O(log n) strings with length n, that every of them may be restored by any of its k bits.
Proof: Let x = x 1 ...x n be (k, n − k)-absolutely non-stochastic string. By theorem 1 there is constant C that C(x|x i1 ...x i k , i 1 , ..., i k ) ≤ C log n for any set of indexes i 1 ...i k .
Consider programm enumerating all strings y with length n that has such property: for its every k bits there is programm with length ≤ C log n that corresponds this k bits to y. Enumerating complexity of these strings O(log n) (it's need to know only n and C). By L denote list of these strings . Note, that complexity of set may be estimate as complexity of algorithm that enumerating this set + complexity of its capacity.
So C(L) ≤ O(log n)+ ≤ log 2 |L|. Thus there is (log 2 |L|, log 2 |L|) statistic for x (with precision O(log n) as always). Using definition of absolutely non-stochastic string we may get proposition for k ≥ n/2.
For arbitrary k I act different.
Complexity of every string from L is ≤ k because it may be restored by its first k bits. Consider programm enumerating list of all strings with complexity ≤ k until getting all strings from L including x. Denote by T number of getting strings. As in proof of Proposition 2 we get that T and N k have the same first
Again note that every string y ∈ L may be restored by its the first k bits. Vice versa: its may be restored by y, hence by any k bits y. Denote by U C the set of all strings y with length k that there is string x with length n such that y may be restored by any k bits of x with using programm with length ≤ C log 2 n. Our aim: to proof that U C = {0, 1}
k for some C. Firstly I proof that U C is large:
Proposition 5
There C is the same constant as in proof of Proposition 4.
Proof:
Every element ∈ L corresponds to element ∈ U C -its prefix with length k (its first k bits). By its prefix it may restored string ∈ L by programm with length ≤ C log 2 n hence every prefix corresponds to ≤ P oly(n) elements from L. So U C ≥ L/P oly(n) = 2 k−O(log n Now I proof that U C has large and simple subset:
Consider binary representation of |U C |: |U C | = 2 t + .... So t = k − O(log n) and C(t) = O(log n). By enumerating U C as L in proof Proposition 4, getting only first k bits and deleting same prefixes. By A denote the first 2 t strings ∈ U C getting from enumerating algorithm. Complexity of A ≤ complexity enumerating algorithm + complexity of t = O(log n).
Proposition 7
If x ∈ {0, 1} k , y ∈ U C , C(x|y) < E · log 2 n then x ∈ U C+E Proof:
By definition of U C there is such z that y may be restored by any k bits of z.
C(x|y) < E · log 2 n hence we may restore x by k bits of z using programm with length (C + E) log 2 n Proposition 8 Let A and B are finite sets, |B| = 2 m |A|, m ∈ N. Then ∀b ∈ B ∃a ∈ A :
Proof:
Consider lists of all elements in A and in B. Its complexity ≤ C(A) + C(B). Consider index b in list B. Denote by a the element ∈ A which index the same as first log 2 |A| bits of index of b. There are need m bits for recovery b by a, so
Theorem 2
For any string x with length k there is string y with length n > k such that x may be restored by any k bits of y, i. e. there is D such that U D = {0, 1} k Proof: By Proposition 4 there is A ⊂ U C such that C(A) = O(log n) and |A| = 2 k−O(log n) . Using Proposition 8 for B = {0, 1} k we get that for any y ∈ {0, 1} k there is x ∈ A such that C(y|x) = O(log n). Using Proposition 7 we get that {0, 1} = U D for some D.
Remark
In the same manner it's may be proved next proposition: let for any y with length n there is A y -family of sets with cardinalities ≤ 2 n−k . Let this correspond may be done by little total programm. Then for any x with length k there is y such that x may be restored by any element ∈ A y . In theorem 2 element of A y is a set of all strings that have the same bits as y on the fixing k bits. I don't know: is there reasonable method to choice A y else?
Meaning of Theorem 2 is next: let there is communication channel and during transmission some of bits are erased. We need to coding strings with length k to strings with length n such that by string with length n in which ≤ n − k of bits are erased it may be restored original string with length k. Theorem 2 claim that there is coding such that for any erasing string with length n there is programm with length (O log n) that restores original string by erasing string. There are P oly(n) programs with length (O log n), so we can get list with capacity P oly(n) that contain original string. It is called list decoding.
The existence of such decoding may be proofed in same manner as proof of existence list decoding of errors[2], more precisely it's may be proofed such:
Proposition 9 Consider coding of strings with length k to strings with length n. Let q is a cardinality of alphabet. Then there is code that may correct n − k erases by list with capacity L, where L = (1 + o(1))n Proof:
Code is a map Σ k → Σ n , so there are (q n ) q k codes in all. Let us count number of "bad" maps, i. e. that have not such decoding. For this aim we need to find: 1) Bad string (such string that there are ≥ L coding strings that may turn to this by erasing). There are erases in n − k places, there are alphabet's symbols in another places -so C n−k n q k choices. 2) L coding string that mapping to bad string: C We want that it will be true:
-it is true for L = n(1 + o(1))
